What users really want to know from university ratings
The improvements you describe in university rating systems are welcome (Nature 464, 7-8 and 16-17; 2010) , but they are not notably geared to the interests of the students. We need broader ratings that clearly indicate the practical advantages of studying at a particular university.
Research output is one measure of what a student has gained from higher education. But most science undergraduates see university enrolment primarily as an economic benefit rather than as a path to research. Job satisfaction and choice of profession both affect postgraduation economics, so they should be taken into account. Assessments of education debts and post-graduation employment rates would be useful too.
If such helpful titbits of economic data could be combined with research output, institutional peer assessment, teaching quality, assessment by employers and other factors, ranking schemes would contribute more meaningfully to higher education. The normative assumptions underlying climate-change policy recommendations receive much less public attention than the scientific facts that fuel policy deliberation. The debate proceeds as though there is a common moral sense that we can rely on when arguing about climatepolicy issues. Consequently, it seems as if disagreement over policy conclusions can stem only from disagreement about scientific facts. This leads to an absurd situation in which people with no understanding of the scientific arguments feel compelled to challenge the science.
It might be helpful to pay more attention to the normative issues underlying the climate discourse, for example by identifying the disagreement about the relevance of suffering in distant places or times, or the role of uncertainty in normative assessments. African students are not expected to take language courses while studying science in Chinese, as you imply. China's Scholarship Council allows them to study Mandarin intensively for a whole year before they embark on their science coursework, when they can continue to study it part-time.
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Your story does not mention successful programmes such as the popular scientific collaboration scheme between Contributions may be submitted to correspondence@nature.com.
China and South Africa that has been running for more than ten years. There are other longterm examples of collaboration with Ethiopia, Kenya, Egypt and Cameroon.
A comment attributed to me questions how much good the thousands of short-term training courses in China can achieve. But I should point out that the many people I have interviewed after their return from China are positive about their experience on both short-and long-term courses.
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